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Chapter 3

Flow of co-creation

Like a living thing flowing in the course of life,

co-creation is a process of all life finding its flow,

adjust their life or be adjusted by others

to be a part of living pattern beyond the self.

River tide keep changing

by the sand,

the rock,

and the river’s bank,

similarly the river’s bank,

the rock and the river bed’s sand

also changed by flow of the river. 

.

.

The flowing energy

of co-creation seeded

in an intention

of the river flow down

to be an ocean.
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 We often heard stories about 
an ordinary people that making 
great things happened. Like, a one woman 

hugged a tree to protect her homeland forest and later 

on it became a movement of tree’s hugger that safe a 

huge acre of forest by joint hand of others. Or one man 

who worked alone paved the rural road to connect his 

remote village to the world which later on, success in 

one day with help of others. These are examples of 

story started by an individual then become bigger to 

change things positively and structurally. In those 

critical changes, those man and women started 

from where they are with their hand and heart. 

They may not see clearly how it will be turn 

out at the end of story, but they perceive 

clearly on small steps they had done. 

With this pure intention, deep dream, 

perseverance in the fight of good fight, 

they found the seed of this life. And they 

plant a co-creation seed in other life.  

If we see our life’s story as the river’s story, 

what is our seed of co-creation, 

the source of energy, 

a pure intention in our living pattern that guiding our life to where we are now ?

…

To create the flow,
we need to find the seed that lie beneath in all life.
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A seed that be a heart in warm family, 

a seed that constructs a beautiful village, 

a seed that weave people to create the lively city. 

Or it is already there for a long, but we are not sensible for it ?

We can find the 
seed of co-creation 
in other, once we know 

and can sense the seed of 

co-creation in yourself. A seed 

of co-creation that connect the 

one into one another.  But 

often, we blind to see those 

seed, we cannot sense it in our 

own life, or the place and the 

people we living with, or in the 

existing system that we are a 

part of because of fear. Fear 

that wraps us to be undiscov-

ered our living story.

Instead of be a pupa that soon 

become beautiful butterfly, we 

stop ourself to be a static 

cocoon by fear of unknown 

future. Fear that stops 
us to listen our true 
self that calling us 
every day, to be 
free and flow. Fear that 

stops us to listen to others new 

story without preconception we 

formulated to protect our 

fragile ego. Fear that stops our 

senses to be more sensible to 

the vital signal of all life that be 

an energy of living transforma-

tion. 

Once we found the seed of 

co-creation in our true self, we 

can connect with other seed of 

co-creation to create the flow 

of co-creation like a butterfly 

create an ecosystem through 

their simple life. A one life that 

connect with one another in a 

complex living pattern.

How
we can find

the seed of co-creation

in our life,

our place,

our communities,

our team work ?
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Instead of be a pupa that soon 

become beautiful butterfly, we 

stop ourself to be a static 

cocoon by fear of unknown 

future. Fear that stops 
us to listen our true 
self that calling us 
every day, to be 
free and flow. Fear that 

stops us to listen to others new 

story without preconception we 

formulated to protect our 

fragile ego. Fear that stops our 

senses to be more sensible to 

the vital signal of all life that be 

an energy of living transforma-

tion. 

Once we found the seed of 

co-creation in our true self, we 

can connect with other seed of 

co-creation to create the flow 

of co-creation like a butterfly 

create an ecosystem through 

their simple life. A one life that 

connect with one another in a 

complex living pattern.

If there is no fear within you, what would you do to your life ?
If there is no fear within you, what would you do to co-create your community ?

….

If there is no fear within people’s mind, how our city will be turned out ?
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